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But a great deal of further study is needed to more clearly identify what, exactly, the feedback should be, how it should be presented, what changes in behavior and outcome it produces, and (most difficult of all) how to make such a feedback system ongoing and sustainable.1[p24]

Experts have been calling for better use of feedback to improve diagnosis for 20 years,1-3 but most organizations are still at the starting gate. Using feedback for improvement—an appealing idea with nearly universal support—is a complex endeavor and challenging to implement.

There is general agreement around the concept that feedback is central to learning.2-4 Regarding diagnosis, the term “feedback” has traditionally referred to informing a physician that they made a diagnostic error of consequence to a patient. It has therefore been viewed with dread. Referring to emergency medicine, Gordy Schiff, MD, and Bob Wears, MD, PhD, note that receiving patient-specific feedback is unusual and wields more power than feedback received in more mundane circumstances:

...a question that to an outsider would seem innocent enough – “Remember that patient you saw last week?” – is enough to induce tachycardia.1[p24]

At most organizations, feedback about diagnostic errors continues to be rare; it is hard to both give and receive. What the term “feedback” means and how best to use it for learning is increasingly the subject of discussion and research.

Using feedback to develop diagnostic calibration

One way to frame feedback in the context of diagnosis is through the concept of calibration—the alignment of a clinician’s confidence in the accuracy of their decision-making with the actual accuracy of their past decisions.5-8 Calibration reflects self-knowledge. It involves having a sense of whether one’s decision will be right or wrong and taking action accordingly. A sense of uncertainty, for example, might prompt an earlier follow-up, or the need for subspecialty consultation. Calibration develops from knowing one’s own track record and having a feel for the limitations of one’s knowledge. That insight or acumen, which Gurpreet Dhaliwal, MD, calls “a prerequisite for achieving diagnostic excellence,”5[p737] should develop throughout a clinical career. Although the kind of feedback necessary for calibration is increasingly sought after, it is still rarely available.
Under- and overconfidence are miscalibrations

Lack of feedback about performance and outcomes contributes to overconfidence, which is a miscalibration of one’s ability. In a supplement issue of *The American Journal of Medicine* that remains a foundational resource for diagnostic improvement, Mark L. Graber, MD, and Etna S. Berner, EdD, note that unless otherwise informed, most clinicians will assume their diagnoses are correct and develop confidence that may not reflect their performance.\(^9\)

Feedback helps counteract overconfidence, especially if it is timely and includes more information than a simple right or wrong. Feedback that includes enough detail to help adjust diagnostic decision-making could come in consultation with trusted colleagues, specialists and outside resources but remains uncommon and largely unstudied. Ashley Meyer, PhD, and Hardeep Singh, MD, who have written about feedback and calibration, note:

*Determining the content of feedback to make it actionable might be the biggest hurdle for improving calibration in diagnostic decision making.*\(^{6[p437]}\)

Miscalibration can also skew the other way and result in under-confidence. Especially if delivered with blame, feedback about a misdiagnosis may cause the clinician to avoid risk in the future by ordering extra tests or by observing or admitting patients “just in case.” Dr. Dhaliwal notes that using feedback, especially knowledge of misdiagnoses, to calibrate decision-making involves learning from mistakes while avoiding defensiveness:

*The greatest challenge that arises in tracking diagnostic outcomes is improving rather than reacting*\(^{4[pHO3]}\)

Different kinds of feedback provide different lessons

A study performed at the University of Kansas Medical Center more than 10 years ago is an example of collaborative feedback in real time that offers hope for improving diagnosis and calibration.\(^{10,11}\) Through video case-conferencing, radiologists and pathologists, together with other team members, reviewed and discussed slides and imaging studies of breast core biopsies with a benign diagnosis. The conferencing resulted in a change of diagnosis in 34% of cases, with “major impact”\(^{11[p9]}\) in 16%.

Mark Graber points to this study as an example of feedback that helps clinicians improve performance on a particular task; in this case, interpreting a pattern in breast imaging. He adds that other kinds of feedback, eg, autopsies that show a diagnosis was completely missed, can teach humility more than practical lessons:

*You learn that you aren’t perfect, that you have to be more careful. In the future, this might result in taking time to stop and think, as opposed to just relying on System I as the routine approach to diagnosis. Autopsies have disappeared, and nothing has replaced them, so we no longer encounter those really powerful demonstrations of our being wrong. (written communication, February 2020).*

How other industries use feedback

Many other industries are examining the use of feedback to improve performance, including the question of whether and how to focus on success as well as failure.
The lead article in a recent issue of the *Harvard Business Review (HBR)*, “The Feedback Fallacy,” examines and rejects three common beliefs across industries about how people learn from feedback.

1. People become aware of negative traits and actions they cannot see in themselves.
2. People glean new information and skills they lack and do not know they need.
3. People recognize levels of accomplishment to which they might not otherwise aspire.\(^{12}\)

Those beliefs focus on deficits of self-knowledge, skills, and perspective. In the interest of promoting workforce excellence, the authors recommend a different approach: emphasize what works well for each individual versus calling attention to mistakes and failures.

*By helping your team member recognize what excellence looks like for her—by saying, “That! Yes, that!”—you’re offering her the chance to gain an insight; you’re highlighting a pattern that is already there within her so that she can recognize it, anchor it, recreate it, and refine it. That is learning.*\(^{12}(p10)\)

A response published online argues for a blend of positive and negative feedback and recognizes the value of learning from mistakes as long as the feedback is non-judgmental.

Many now recognize that trying to improve diagnosis by focusing only on what has gone wrong is itself a mistake. Highlighting “wins” or achievements in order to figure out what works is a new concept in diagnostic improvement, one which many feedback pioneers think holds promise and demands further study.

**Learning from what goes well**

Experts in safety science emphasize the value of learning from what goes well. They point out that workers often add resilience to complex systems, such as health care, by constantly adjusting and adapting to dynamic and sometimes hazardous conditions. Humans make mistakes, but they also and more often make things safer through their actions. This approach to creating resilient workplaces (referred to as Safety II)\(^{13}\) goes beyond the focus of Safety I—finding and fixing problems—to study successful operations by deeply examining how people perform their work. It is, however, far more difficult to deconstruct complex processes, such as diagnosis, than it is to identify and study distinct adverse events as aberrations in the normal course of things. This way of thinking about success and errors views humans as:

*...adapters who are mostly successful in coping with the complexities, ambiguities, uncertainties, and goal conflicts of complex work settings, but whose adaptations occasionally fail.*\(^{14}[p70]\)

To incorporate actionable feedback about diagnostic successes will require extensive study of decision-making and clinical reasoning.

**How best to construct and deliver feedback**

As already noted, to be most useful, feedback needs to reflect the complexity of the diagnostic process, including factors related to the clinician’s cognition as well as external elements (the system), and details about the case (the patient).\(^5\) In addition to the content of the feedback, how it is delivered and by whom also make a difference. Even under ideal circumstances,
receiving feedback, especially involving errors of consequence, can be emotionally challenging. Clearly, organizations that want to implement effective programs for supplying feedback about diagnostic errors must first establish trust with clinicians. Meaningful feedback programs are sustainable only in a culture of safety, where learning is emphasized over blame and everyone plays a role in improvement efforts.

**Geisinger sets an example**

The Geisinger health system, based in Danville, Pennsylvania, is one of a small number of organizations with programs specifically designed to use feedback to improve diagnosis. Geisinger’s experience offers lessons and guidance for other organizations.

Geisinger began taking a serious look at diagnostic errors in 2014 and established a working group in 2015, which became the Committee to Improve Clinical Diagnosis (CICD) in 2017. The CICD now includes leaders from all major disciplines and key stakeholders across the organization. Geisinger partnered with a Baylor College of Medicine-based research team led by Dr. Hardeep Singh to establish the Safer Dx Learning Lab in 2017 to develop innovative ways to address diagnostic error throughout Geisinger’s large integrated system.

When the CICD learns about a case through organizational reporting mechanisms, it sends a letter asking the department head to review the case. That correspondence begins a multi-step process to provide the clinician or team involved in the case with non-punitive, constructive feedback and to disseminate the learning throughout the department. The CICD also asks the department to share, when relevant, actions taken to improve processes, as well as any system issues it has identified, so the CICD can facilitate further discussion. When appropriate and possible, the CICD relays the feedback to clinicians in other departments—emergency medicine, for example—who were involved with the patient at a different point in care. This feedback program operates throughout the Geisinger system, including physician practices and ambulatory clinics.

The CICD adds a system focus and research perspective to existing programs for using feedback to learn from diagnostic opportunities at Geisinger. As in many other institutions, the way feedback was used varied greatly by department or unit and often depended on the local culture. Divvy Upadhyay, MD, researcher-in-residence and co-investigator at the Safer Dx Learning Lab at Geisinger, stresses the importance of working with departmental leadership to support and improve existing feedback programs (personal communication, February 2020). Furthermore, Dr. Upadhyay says, “Geisinger’s program for improving diagnosis is grounded in a commitment to fostering a culture of transparency, openness, and learning — a vision laid out by Dennis Torretti, MD, chair of the CICD and associate chief medical officer at Geisinger Medical Center” (personal communication, February 2020).

The CICD and the Safer Dx Lab team worked together with Geisinger’s Center for Professionalism and Provider Well-Being to develop a toolkit to help department leaders, who are tasked with delivering feedback, to structure positive, supportive conversations with clinicians. Dr. Upadhyay observes:

*The environment of medicine does not make it easy to give or receive feedback. The CICD intentionally uses the term “diagnostic opportunities” instead of “diagnostic errors” to*
improve the receptivity of the learning opportunity and to reduce the defensiveness that naturally comes associated with acknowledging errors (personal communication, February 2020).

Feedback about the feedback process

In discussion with the Safer Dx Learning Lab, the CICD recognized the need and opportunity to study the feedback process itself. How do we know who would be best to deliver feedback? Are we using the most effective method? To answer these and other questions, the Lab developed a survey instrument to collect reactions from those directly involved in feedback conversations. Dr. Upadhyay and others at CICD enlisted leaders from Geisinger’s departments of emergency, hospital, and community medicine to participate in the study. Directors and other department members who deliver feedback are trained and given recommendations for scheduling and structuring the discussions with clinicians. Following actual feedback sessions about diagnostic opportunities, the givers and receivers of feedback take the brief survey. Although not yet complete, responses to the survey have been positive.16

Feedback is like apple pie

Andrew Olson, MD, who is engaged in research (funded by the Gordon and Betty Moore Foundation) about using feedback to improve diagnosis and calibration, says that feedback is like apple pie. Everyone agrees it’s a good thing and says they want more. But feedback is not a simple solution. Organizations find that is a complex process with wide-ranging implications. It has become a trigger for studying the diagnostic process, learning styles, organizational culture, safety science, and more.

Gary Klein, PhD, is a research psychologist who pioneered the field of naturalistic decision-making, which studies how people make decisions in complex, high-stakes situations. He agrees that feedback is crucial for learning and points out that simple feedback is not always sufficient.

We have to make sense of feedback in order to learn from it.... For cognitive skills, we want feedback to change the way we think, not just add more facts into our memory.18[p173]

In challenging conditions that demand cognitive excellence, feedback must provide enough information about what happened and why to foster knowledge and improve thinking and decision-making. And, as with other activities in patient safety, using feedback effectively depends on a sound organizational culture that promotes learning.
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Disparities Workshop Connects Patient and Clinician Insights

With support from SIDM patient engagement staff, Dr. Kathryn McDonald, Bloomberg Distinguished Professor at Johns Hopkins University, and patient safety champion Helen Haskell conducted a series of interviews and a literature review, and analyzed relevant medical malpractice data in preparation for a Disparities Workshop held at the Diagnostic Error in Medicine 12th Annual International Conference in Washington, DC.

Highlights of the Disparities Workshop included an amalgam of patient stories crafted to capture the significance of the errors experienced and the importance of the patients’ visible age, gender, and racial factors. The stories and repeating themes were woven together in a way that allowed the patients and family members to relate parts of their experiences and present on the topic of disparities powerfully and holistically. In keeping with the multi-stakeholder approach to tackling issues of disparity in diagnostic harm, the amalgam incorporated clinician and researcher insights, identified challenges faced in the diagnostic process, and expressed hopes common to both patients and clinicians for improving diagnostic quality. The workshop also included small- and large-group brainstorming sessions to generate potential solutions to disparity-related diagnostic harm.

This workshop was part of a larger project funded by the Coverys Medical Liability Company. The funds were awarded to SIDM in February 2019 for the creation of a project to explore the role that visible factors of race, age, and gender play in diagnostic quality and safety. From the start, the lived experience of patients, clinicians, and researchers was a guiding force. The project employed both a Patient Advisory Board (PAB) and a Research Advisory Board (RAB) to guide and inform the process. The PAB was populated with a host of patients, each of whom experienced diagnostic harm either directly or through a loved one, in whole or in part due to race, gender, or age. Their personal stories and experience as safety advocates since experiencing their diagnostic errors have been important drivers for the project. Similarly, the body of clinical and research experience across the RAB members has contributed to a well-rounded approach to tackling this complicated and insidious issue.

The ultimate aim of this work is to generate a list of solutions for the many causal factors that underlie disparities in diagnostic quality. Ideally, tools or trainings can be developed from the solutions list to help medical teams navigate the diagnostic process without falling victim to biases or misconceptions based on race, age, and gender. The project will continue to be informed by the rich lived experienced of the PAB and RAB members. SIDM is eager to be able to offer these potential solution concepts and tools to the entire diagnostic quality community.
Taking Action to Close the Loop on Diagnostic Error: A Constellation and SIDM Collaborative

Constellation, a medical professional liability (MPL) insurance company, and the Society to Improve Diagnosis in Medicine (SIDM) have joined together to create a new Quality Improvement (QI) Collaborative focused on closing the loop on test results.

Almost half of Constellation member diagnosis-related malpractice claims involve follow-up system failures. This new Collaborative will begin to support clinics, hospitals, and health systems in implementing quality improvement initiatives focused on closing the loop on test results and follow-up care. In the stages of test/result processing and follow-up/coordination, there are multiple opportunities to improve the diagnostic process, including but not limited to:

- tracking receipt of reports on all tests ordered,
- improving the timeliness of action on results,
- clinician follow-up with the patient about results,
- referral/consult management, and
- patient information communicated among the care team.

“Investing time and resources in reengineering diagnostic workflows, implementing reliable HIT systems and boosting communication processes will not only help reduce diagnostic errors; it will also help create stronger care teams, increase efficiency and productivity, and improve the diagnostic process,” said Laurie Drill-Mellum, MD Chief Medical Officer, Vice President for Patient Safety, Constellation.

The Collaborative will use an Institute for Healthcare Improvement learning model for QI Collaboratives including virtual educational sessions, time for workflow improvement, and data collection and reporting. By June 2021, through a series of webinars, coaching calls, and in-person meetings, participants will be able to show improvement in a QI project aimed at closing the loop on key diagnostic process steps.

As part of the Constellation/SIDM Collaborative, participants will join a SIDM-managed virtual community to share work, update progress, raise questions, and join conversations in a forum. In addition, they will have access to a QI coach who will spend time with each team. In-person meetings will foster peer-to-peer learning and networking with local and national peers working to reduce diagnostic errors.

“We need to drive quality improvement in diagnosis and begin to test ideas that support system change,” said Paul Epner, CEO of the Society to Improve Diagnosis in Medicine. “We are pleased to partner with Constellation to tackle one driver of diagnostic errors – failure to close the loop on test results. We expect that these QI projects will lead to specific approaches that other hospitals, health systems, or clinics can replicate to reduce harm from diagnostic errors.”
Participants will collect and submit data to be shared on monthly calls among participants for improvement purposes. Quality improvement teams may include physicians, quality and safety leaders, department managers, nursing, lab, or HIT personnel.

Clinic, hospital, or health system teams interested in improving the diagnostic process can join. While there is a $2,000 participation fee, there is limited availability of a $1,500 grant per organization to offset the participation fee. Visit www.ctlqi.org to learn more.